
Highland Academy Charter School

Board Meeting

Date and Time
Thursday April 17, 2014 at 6:00 PM

Location
715 Wellwood Ave. Beaumont, CA 92223, Room D1

During meetings of the Governing Board (Board), members of the audience have an
opportunity to speak regarding subjects or concerns that appear, or do not appear, on
the agenda. The Board President reserves the right to limit speaking time to three (3)
minutes. Unless the item ha s been placed on the published agenda in accordance with
the Brown Act, there shall be no action taken. The Board may acknowledge receipt of
the information, or refer the matter to staff with no direction as to action or priority. It
is suggested that anyone wishing to speak to the Board arrive a few minutes prior to
the start of the meeting and to fill out a form "Request to Address the Board" located
at the back of the boardroom. The form is submitted to the Secretary of the Board.
Individuals, who require disability-related accommodations or modifications, including
auxiliary aids and services, in order to participate in the Board meeting, should contact
the Secretary of the Board in writing. Notification 48 hours prior to the meeting will
enable the Board to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to the
meeting.



Agenda
Purpose Presenter Duration

I. Opening Items

A. Record Attendance and Guests

B. Call the Meeting to Order Kerrie Fairchild

C. Public Testimony Kerrie Fairchild 5

D. Update on Enrollment Brent Bishop 2

E. Approve Minutes Approve Minutes Brent Bishop 1

II. Governance

A. Recognize new Board Members FYI Brent Bishop 2

B. Nominate Board Secretary Vote Kerrie Fairchild 5

C. Training on Board Member
Responsibilities

Discuss Brent Bishop 10

III. Academic Excellence

A. Ratify teacher and support staff
contracts for 2014-2015 School Year

Vote Brent Bishop 3

B. Discuss Technology Options for
2014-2015 School Year

Discuss Brent Bishop 5

IV. CEO Support And Eval

A. First Reading of Executive Director
Contract

Discuss Brent Bishop 5

V. Finance

A. First Review of Operating Budget for
2014-2015 School Year

Discuss Brent Bishop 5

B. Recommend Approving Contract with
The High Bar in the amount of
$9,995 annually

Vote Brent Bishop 5

C. Current Budget Update FYI Billy McIntosh 5

D. Recommend Approving CalSTRS
Resolution

Vote Brent Bishop 5

VI. Legal

A. Recommend signing legal agreement
with Young, Minney, and Corr

Vote Brent Bishop 5

VII. Closing Items

A. Board Member Reports FYI Kerrie Fairchild 5

B. Director Report- 5th and 8th Grade
Promotions

FYI Brent Bishop 5



C. District Liaison Report FYI Terrence Davis 5

D. Adjourn Meeting Vote



Agenda Cover Sheets

Section: III. Academic Excellence
Item: A. Ratify teacher and support staff contracts for 2014-2015
School Year
Purpose: Vote
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: Teacher and Support Staff Contracts.pdf

Section: IV. CEO Support And Eval
Item: A. First Reading of Executive Director Contract
Purpose: Discuss
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: Executive Director Contract.doc

Section: V. Finance
Item: A. First Review of Operating Budget for 2014-2015 School Year
Purpose: Discuss
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: 2014-2015 Budget.xlsx

Section: V. Finance
Item: C. Current Budget Update
Purpose: FYI
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: Current Cash Flow.xlsx

Section: V. Finance
Item: D. Recommend Approving CalSTRS Resolution
Purpose: Vote
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: EPMC Charter School Resolution (1).pdf

Section: VI. Legal



Item: A. Recommend signing legal agreement with Young, Minney, and
Corr
Purpose: Vote
Goal:
Submitted by:
Related Material: YMC Cover Letter.pdf

YMC Legal Agreement.pdf



Highland Academy Charter School

Minutes

Board Meeting

Date and Time
Thursday March 20, 2014 at 6:00 PM

Location
HACS Campus Room D1

Board Members Present
James Neilson, Kerrie Fairchild

Board Members Absent

Guests Present
Brent Bishop, Terrence Davis

I. Opening Items

A.Record Attendance and Guests

B.Public Testimony

C.Call the Meeting to Order
Brent Bishop called a meeting of the board of directors of Highland Academy
Charter School to order on Thursday Mar 20, 2014 @ 6:06 PM at HACS Campus
Room D1.

D.Approve Minutes

II. Discussion Items

A.Potential New Board Members



Margie Garcia: currently works for charter school in Hemet. Excited about the
possibility to serve on the Board. Worked with high- and low-achieving students.
Professional teacher experience. Matt Croad is a CPA local in Beaumont. Excited
to serve and can work with the time commitment.

B.Report on Beaumont Garden Club Donations

C.Enrollment Update

III. Governance

A.Select 2 New Board Members
Kerrie Fairchild nominated Margie Garcia an Matt Croad to serve on the Board of
Directors for Highland Academy Charter School. James Neilson seconded the
nomination. 3 votes in favor. 0 in opposition. 2 absent Board Members
K. Fairchild made a motion to nominate Matt Croad an Margie Garcia as Board
members.
James Neilson seconded the motion.
The board VOTED to approve the motion.

IV. Closing Items

A.Kerrie Fairchild Report

B.Billy McIntosh

C.James Neilson Report

D.Executive Director Report

E.Adjourn Meeting
K. Fairchild made a motion to adjourn meeting.
James Neilson seconded the motion.
The board VOTED to approve the motion.
There being no further business to be transacted, and upon motion duly made,
seconded and approved, the meeting was adjourned at 6:26 PM.

Respectfully Submitted,
Brent Bishop

F.Select Next Meeting Date
Thursday April 17, 2014 at 6:00 pm at Highland Academy room D1.
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This agreement, made and effective as of the ___ day of ________, 2014, between Highland 
Academy Charter School, a corporation and California Charter School and Brent Raymond 
Bishop.

WHEREAS, the Highland Academy Charter School desires to secure the services of the 
Brent Raymond Bishop (hereafter EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR) and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
desires to accept such employment.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, 
and intending to be legally bound, Highland Academy Charter School and the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR agree as follows:

1. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will render full-time services to Highland Academy 
Charter School in the capacity of EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of the corporation. The 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will at all times, faithfully, industriously and to the best the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s ability, perform all duties that may be required of him by 
virtue of his position as EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR and all duties set forth in Highland 
Academy Charter School bylaws and in policy statements of the Board, as well as the 
Director Evaluation Standards as approved by the Board. It is understood that these 
duties shall be substantially the same as those of a EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of a 
business corporation. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall have and shall perform any 
special duties assigned or delegated to him by the Board.

2. In consideration for these services as EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, the Highland Academy 
Charter School agrees to pay the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR a base salary of $95,680 
per annum or such higher figure as shall be agreed upon at an annual review of his 
compensation and performance by the Board. This annual review shall occur three 
months prior to the end of each year of the contract for the express purpose of 
considering increments. Salary shall be payable in accordance with the payroll 
policies of Highland Academy Charter School. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR may elect 
to defer such portion of his salary to the extent permitted by law in accordance with 
policies established by Highland Academy Charter School.

3. (a) The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall be entitled to 18 days of paid time off for 
vacation and sick 
     leave each year, to be taken at times agreed upon by the President of the 
Board. 

(b) In the event of a single period of prolonged inability to work due to the results 
of a sickness or an    
 injury, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will be compensated at his full rate of pay 
for at least 3 months from the 

date of the sickness or injury.

(c) In addition, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will be permitted to be absent from 
Highland Academy Charter School during 

working days to attend business and educational meetings and to attend to 
such outside duties in the education field as have been agreed upon by the 
President of the Board. Attendance at such approved meetings and 
accomplishment of approved professional duties shall be fully compensated 
service time and shall not be considered vacation time. Highland Academy 
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Charter School shall reimburse the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for all expenses 
incurred by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR incident to attendance at approved 
professional meetings, and such entertainment expenses incurred by the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR in furtherance of Highland Academy Charter School’s 
interests; provided, however, that such reimbursement is approved by the 
President of the Board.

(d) In addition, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall be entitled to all other fringe 
benefits to which all other employees of  Highland Academy Charter School are 
entitled.

4. Highland Academy Charter School agrees to pay dues to professional associations 
and societies and to such service organizations and clubs of which the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR is a member, approved by the Board as being in the best interests of the 
Highland Academy Charter School.

5. Highland Academy Charter School also agrees to:

(a) insure the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR under its general liability insurance policy 
for all acts done by him in good faith 
as EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR throughout the term of this contract;

(b) provide comprehensive health and major medical insurance for the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR and his family;

(c) contribute on behalf of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR to a retirement plan 
qualified under the Internal Revenue Code.

6. The Board may, in its discretion, terminate this Agreement and the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR’s duties hereunder. Such action shall require a majority vote of the entire 
Board and become effective upon written notice to the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR or at 
such later time as may be specified in said notice. After such termination, Highland 
Academy Charter School shall continue to pay the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s then 
monthly base salary for the month in which his duties were terminated and for 0 
consecutive months thereafter as an agreed upon severance payment. During this 
period, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall not be required to perform any duties for 
Highland Academy Charter School or come to the Highland Academy Charter School. 
Neither shall the fact that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR seeks, accepts, and 
undertakes other employment during this period affect such payments. Also, for the 
period during which such payments are being made, Highland Academy Charter 
School agrees to keep the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s group life, health, and major 
medical insurance coverage paid up and in effect and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
shall be entitled to outplacement services offered by Highland Academy Charter 
School. The severance arrangements described in this paragraph will not be payable 
in the event that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s employment is terminated due to the 
fact that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR has been charged with any felony criminal 
offense, or any misdemeanor criminal offense related to substance abuse, healthcare 
fraud or abuse, violent crimes, sexual misconduct, crimes involving children or the 
operation of Highland Academy Charter School, or has been excluded from Medicare, 
Medicaid, or any other Federal Healthcare Program.
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7. To the extent permitted by governing law and any employment arrangements entered 
into before the adoption of this policy, Highland Academy Charter School will require 
reimbursement of a portion of any performance-based bonus granted to the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR where:  a) the bonus payment was predicated upon the 
achievement of certain financial results that were subsequently the subject of a 
substantial restatement, b) in the Board’s view the officer engaged in fraud or 
misconduct that caused or partially caused the need for substantial restatement and 
c) a lower payment would have been made to the officer based upon the restated 
financial results.  In each such instance, Highland Academy Charter School will, to 
the extent practicable, seek to recover the amount by which the individual officer’s 
annual bonus for the relevant period exceeded the lower payment that would have 
been made based on the restated financial results, plus a reasonable rate of interest; 
provided that Highland Academy Charter School will not seek to recover the bonuses 
granted more than three years prior to the date the applicable restatement is 
disclosed. 

8. Should the Board in its discretion change the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's duties or 
authority so it can reasonably be found that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR is no longer 
performing as the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of Highland Academy Charter School 
and/or its parent corporation, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall have the right, within 
90 days of such event, in his complete discretion, to terminate this contract by 
written notice delivered to the Chairman of the Board. Upon such termination, the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall be entitled to the severance payment described in 
Paragraph 6, in accordance with the same terms of that Paragraph.

9. If Highland Academy Charter School is merged, sold, or closed, the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR may, at the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s discretion, terminate this 
Agreement or be retained as President of Highland Academy Charter School, or any 
successor corporation to or holding company of Highland Academy Charter School. If 
the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR elects to terminate his employment at such time, he shall 
be entitled to the same severance arrangement as would be applicable under 
Paragraph 6 if Highland Academy Charter School had terminated his employment at 
such time. Any election to terminate employment under this Paragraph must be made 
prior to Highland Academy Charter School's merger, sale or closure, as applicable. If 
the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR elects to continue to be employed by Highland Academy 
Charter School or its successor organization, all of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement shall remain in effect. Highland Academy Charter School agrees that 
neither it nor its present or any future holding company shall enter into any 
agreement that would negate or contradict the provisions of this Agreement.

10. Should the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR in his discretion elect to terminate this 
contract for any other reason than as stated in Paragraph 7 or 8, he shall give the 
Board 90 days’ written notice of his decision to terminate. At the end of the 90 days, 
all rights, duties and obligations of both parties to the contract shall cease and the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will not be entitled to severance benefits.

11. If an event described in Paragraphs 6, 7, 8 or 9 occurs and the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR accepts any of the severance benefits or payments described therein, the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall to the extent not prohibited by law be deemed to 
voluntarily release and forever discharge Highland Academy Charter School and its 
officers, directors, employees, agents, and related corporations and their successors 
and assigns, both individually and collectively and in their official capacities 
(hereinafter referred to collectively as “Releasees”), from any and all liability arising 
out of employment and/or the cessation of said employment. Nothing contained in 
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this paragraph shall prevent the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR from bringing an action to 
enforce the terms of this Agreement.

12. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall maintain confidentiality with respect to 
information that he receives in the course of his employment and not disclose any 
such information. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall not, either during the term of 
employment or thereafter, use or permit the use of any information of, or relating to 
Highland Academy Charter School in connection with any activity or business and 
shall not divulge such information to any person, firm, or corporation whatsoever, 
except as may be necessary in the performance of his duties hereunder or as may be 
required by law or legal process.

13. During the term of this employment and during the 24 month period following 
termination of his employment, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall not directly own, 
manage, operate, join, control, or participate in or be connected with, as an officer, 
employee, partner, stockholder, or otherwise, any other hospital, medical clinic, 
integrated delivery system, health maintenance organization, or related business, 
partnership, firm, or corporation (all of which hereinafter are referred to as “entity”) 
that is at the time engaged principally or significantly in a business that is, directly or 
indirectly, at the time in competition with the business of Highland Academy Charter 
School within the service area of Highland Academy Charter School. The service area 
is defined as [DESCRIBE BY COUNTIES, ZIP CODES, A MILEAGE RADIUS, ETC.]. 
Nothing herein shall prohibit the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR from acquiring or holding 
any issue of stock or securities of any entity that has any securities listed on a 
national securities exchange or quoted in a daily listing of over-the-counter market 
securities, provided that at any one time the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR and members of 
the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s immediate family do not own more than 1 percent of 
any voting securities of any such entity. This covenant shall be construed as an 
agreement independent of any other provision of this Agreement, and the existence 
of any claim or cause of action, whether predicated on this Agreement or otherwise, 
shall not constitute a defense to the enforcement by Highland Academy Charter 
School of this covenant. In the event of actual or threatened breach by the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of this provision, Highland Academy Charter School shall be 
entitled to an injunction restraining the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR from violation or 
further violation of the terms thereof.

14. The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR shall not directly or indirectly through his own 
efforts, or otherwise, during the term of this Agreement, and for a period of 24 
months thereafter, employ, solicit to employ, or otherwise contract with, or in any 
way retain the services of any employee or former employee of Highland Academy 
Charter School, if such individual has provided professional or support services to 
Highland Academy Charter School at any time during this Agreement without the 
express written consent of Highland Academy Charter School. The EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR will not interfere with the relationship of Highland Academy Charter 
School and any of its employees and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will not attempt to 
divert from Highland Academy Charter School any business in which Highland 
Academy Charter School has been actively engaged during his employment.

15. Terms of a new contract shall be completed, or the decision made not to 
negotiate a new contract made, not later than the end of the tenth month. This 
contract and all its terms and conditions shall continue in effect until terminated.

16. This contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and 
contains all the agreements between them with respect to the subject matter hereof. 
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It also supersedes any and all other agreements or contracts, either oral or written, 
between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.

17. Except as otherwise specifically provided, the terms and conditions of this 
contract may be amended at any time by mutual agreement of the parties, provided 
that before any amendment shall be valid or effective it shall have been reduced to 
writing and signed by the Chairman of the Board and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

18. The invalidity or unenforceability of any particular provision of this contract 
shall not affect its other provisions, and this contract shall be construed in all 
respects as if such invalid or unenforceable provision had been omitted.

19. This agreement shall be binding upon Highland Academy Charter School, its 
successors and assigns, including, without limitation, any corporation into which 
Highland Academy Charter School may be merged or by which it may be acquired, 
and shall inure to the benefit of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, his administrators, 
executors, legatees, heirs and assigns.

20. This agreement shall be construed and enforced under and in accordance with 
the laws of the State of __________.

21. Any controversy, dispute or disagreement arising out of or relating to this 
Agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration, which shall be 
conducted in ___________, __________ in accordance with the American Health Lawyers 
Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, 
and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court 
having jurisdiction thereof.

This contract signed this _____ day of ______________, 20XX.

[NAME OF HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION]

WITNESS: BY:
(Board Chair)

WITNESS:   
(Name of EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR)
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ANNOTATIONS TO MODEL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CONTRACT

This contract is the “long form” EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR contract. It is somewhat more 
formal than the letter of agreement and specifically lays out some of the minimal benefits 
that a EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR should receive. Its formality and extensiveness make it more 
applicable as part of the negotiations for a new relationship than as a contract proposed 
during an existing one. It should be examined so that the items covered are raised in the 
negotiations rather than for the exact benefit and salary structure stated. Some benefits 
will be agreed upon and some not. That is the purpose of a contract negotiation.

PARAGRAPH 1

This paragraph sets forth the duties of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR in very general terms. 
The specific duties of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR are not spelled out in the contract itself 
for two reasons. First, since the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR should be involved in virtually 
every area of hospital operations, he must not be hamstrung by a limited “laundry list” of 
duties that narrowly circumscribe the scope of his responsibility. Such lists relegate the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR to the status of a “hired hand.” In addition, since the duties of the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR constantly change as the organization changes, it is unwise to lock 
him and Highland Academy Charter School into a set routine from the start. The contract 
likens the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s role to that of a EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR in a business 
corporation to underscore the broad responsibility entrusted with him.

PARAGRAPH 2

This paragraph contains the financial terms of the contract, specifically, the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR’s salary. An annual figure is inserted in the first blank, while his monthly pay 
rate should be included in the second blank. The latter, of course, can be a weekly or 
bimonthly rate, depending on how the hospital or executive payroll is so structured. After 
each annual salary review, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s salary will presumably increase. 
New salary levels should be contained in a letter to the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR from the 
Board Chairman, which will become incorporated into the initial contract. By the contract 
language the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR is also permitted the discretion to direct that a 
portion of his salary go into tax shelters as deferred income to the extent permitted by law.

PARAGRAPH 3

This paragraph deals in general with compensation for time spent by the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR away from the hospital, including vacation, sick leave and out-of-hospital 
business. An alternative to laying these benefits out in the contract is to include them in a 
separate letter agreement.

Subparagraph 3(a) deals with vacation time for the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. Vacation time 
is compensated at the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's full rate, and can be accumulated over the 
life of the contract.

Subparagraph 3(b) deals with sick leave in a similar fashion except that, unlike vacation 
time, it cannot be accumulated.

Subparagraph 3(c) deals with disability payments in the event of a major sickness or injury 
to the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. It can take the place of or supplement any disability 
insurance policy that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR may have in effect.
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Subparagraph 3(d) permits the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR to attend professional or hospital 
association meetings. The meetings to be attended should be agreed to in advance, or 
expense accounts approved after the fact by the Chairman of the Board. According to this 
clause, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR is entitled to reimbursement for all his expenses and 
for his full salary while in attendance at these meetings. Also, the travel expenses of the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's spouse and any necessary business entertainment expenses are 
also paid for. It should be stressed that the Chairman of the Board should approve all 
expense accounts of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, for the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's own 
protection.

PARAGRAPH 4

The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s dues for professional associations, service organizations or 
clubs that he belongs to are paid for by Highland Academy Charter School, so long as his 
membership in them is reasonably related to the interests of Highland Academy Charter 
School. It should not be necessary that these be approved in advance, but the Chairman of 
the Board should approve what organizations are joined by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

PARAGRAPH 5

Subparagraph 5(a) requires Highland Academy Charter School to include for coverage the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR under its general liability insurance policy for any acts done by him 
in good faith during the course of his duties. This is absolutely essential since EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTORs are very often named in lawsuits by patients alleging negligence or by 
physicians alleging that a denial or termination of medical staff appointment was improper. 
Highland Academy Charter School must protect the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR if he is to 
carry out his duties innovatively, aggressively and effectively.

The fringe benefit described in subparagraph 5(b) provides the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
with a group life insurance policy, paid for by Highland Academy Charter School. Of course, 
the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR may name the beneficiaries of this policy. 

Subparagraphs 5(c) and (d), respectively, provide for comprehensive health insurance and 
travel accident insurance paid for by Highland Academy Charter School. The health 
insurance package may be with Blue Cross/Blue Shield, a commercial carrier, or Highland 
Academy Charter School’s own self-insurance mechanism. 

Subparagraph 5(e) provides for an automobile to be used by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
the expenses of which are to be borne by Highland Academy Charter School. 

Finally, subparagraph 5(f) permits payments into a retirement plan which are over and 
above the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s base of salary.

PARAGRAPH 6
This clause is commonly referred to as the termination provision. It is by far the most 
important part of the Contract. In the event that a majority of the Board decides the 
services of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR are no longer required, for whatever reason, the 
contract is terminated. However, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will still be entitled to a 
stated amount of salary even though he or she is no longer working for Highland Academy 
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Charter School. Also, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's group life and health insurance benefits 
continue. Outplacement services are also made available. The exact number of months of 
severance pay to which the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR is entitled is of course the subject of 
negotiation. The figure determined upon should accurately reflect the risks and challenges 
of the position.

However, this provision relieves Highland Academy Charter School from its obligation to 
pay the severance arrangements in the event that the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR's 
employment is terminated due to the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR being charged with a 
criminal offense.
The purpose of this clause is to protect the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR from threats of 
termination aimed at making him act in his position with unnecessary caution. It is in the 
interest of the Board, Highland Academy Charter School and the patients. The EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR must be able to exercise his authority to the fullest extent possible. He must 
also be able to make hard decisions without fear that his job may be in jeopardy simply 
because someone on the Board or the medical staff did not like the choices he has made.

PARAGRAPH 7

This paragraph is a clawback provision that sets forth an arrangement whereby the 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR is required to reimburse Highland Academy Charter School for any 
portion of a performance-based bonus upon a showing of misconduct by the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR or where Highland Academy Charter School is required to file a restatement of 
their financial results.

PARAGRAPH 8

This paragraph is similar to Paragraph 6, except that it comes into play in the event that 
the Board substantially changes the duties of the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, either by 
appointing another officer with similar duties or by restricting the authority of the existing 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. This would be one way to avoid the applicability of the severance 
provisions of Paragraph 6. As in the case of Paragraph 6, the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR will 
be entitled to full salary plus group life and health insurance benefits for two years after 
termination.

PARAGRAPH 9

This paragraph provides for severance payments in the event of merger or closure of 
Highland Academy Charter School.

PARAGRAPH 10

This clause allows the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR to voluntarily terminate the employment 
relationship, but if he does, no severance payment is made.

PARAGRAPH 11

This paragraph protects Highland Academy Charter School from needless future litigation 
by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR if the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR accepts the severance 
benefits. This allows Highland Academy Charter School to conduct its business relationship 
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with the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR without unnecessary caution. It is in the interest of the 
Board, Highland Academy Charter School and the patients. This waiver will be enforced to 
the maximum extent allowable by law.

PARAGRAPH 12

This provision protects Highland Academy Charter School from disclosure of confidential 
information by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR during and after his term of employment with 
Highland Academy Charter School. An employment contract with a key executive should 
contain a provision that prohibits the employee from disclosing to outsiders confidential 
information acquired by the employee during his term of employment without the express 
written permission of the employer. This provision should describe the applicable 
information so as to put the employee on notice as to what constitutes confidential 
information.

PARAGRAPH 13

An employment contract with an executive employee typically contains a covenant by the 
employee not to compete with the employer during the term of the contract and for a 
specified period of time following termination of employment. The covenant is essential to 
the employer in order to prevent the employee from dealing with the employer's customers 
or otherwise engaging in competitive activities with the employer immediately following his 
termination of employment so as to cause material adverse financial consequences to the 
business of the employer.
Restrictive employment covenants have generally been held to be valid where the restraint 
imposed on the employee is no greater than necessary to protect the legitimate business 
interests of the employer, and where neither the hardship to the employee nor the likely 
injury to the public outweighs the employer's need for protection. Thus, a covenant not to 
compete is usually upheld if it is clearly and reasonably limited as to time and area, and 
does not extend beyond the duration and geographical scope necessary for the protection 
of the employer. It should be noted that such restrictive covenants are unenforceable in 
some states.

PARAGRAPH 14

This provision prevents the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, whose employment at Highland 
Academy Charter School has been terminated, for whatever reason, from recruiting other 
key executives to leave Highland Academy Charter School and join him in independent 
ventures excluding Highland Academy Charter School’s involvement.

PARAGRAPH 15

This paragraph makes it simple for Highland Academy Charter School and the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR to continue the agreement beyond its initial term by signing a simple letter of 
agreement as an extension. The letter need only state that the initial contract has been 
extended for another specified period and set out the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’s new salary. 
All of the initial provisions and benefits continue in force during the extension.

PARAGRAPH 16

This is a standard clause that appears in most contracts. It states that this particular 
contract embodies total agreement of the parties and supersedes any previous contract, in 
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response to the so-called “parole evidence rule” of contract law. It eliminates any questions 
there may be as to the subject matter contained in the contract.

PARAGRAPH 17

This provision requires that any amendments to the contract have to be stated in writing. 
This prevents either side from claiming that an “oral understanding” superseded some 
portion of this contract. It is technically referred to as a “no oral modification” or NOM 
clause.

PARAGRAPH 18

This is known technically as a “savings clause.” In the event that any portion of the contract 
is declared invalid or unenforceable by a court, the rest of the contract still remains in 
effect. The contract can therefore not be terminated on a “technicality.”

PARAGRAPH 19

This paragraph keeps the contract in force even though the hospital may change its 
corporate structure or be sold to another owner. It also provides that any benefits provided 
under the contract, such as life or accident insurance, that survive the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR upon his death, inure to the benefit of his estate or heirs.

PARAGRAPH 20

This clause stipulates what law applies to the contract. This is especially useful in hospitals 
near state lines. The law governing the contract should always be that of the state in which 
the hospital is located.

The execution of the contract should be authorized by the Board. It should be signed by the 
Chairman of the Board and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, and should be witnessed by two 
individuals who are not on the Board and who are not members of the EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR’s family. It should be filed along with other essential corporate documents. A 
copy should be given to the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. Needless to say, the terms of the 
contract, especially those relating to salary levels, fringe benefits and termination, should 
be treated as confidential.

PARAGRAPH 21

This clause stipulates that any controversy, dispute or disagreement arising out of or 
relating to this agreement shall be settled by arbitration. It also specifies the location 
where such arbitration shall be conducted and what standard and methods of arbitration 
are applicable, as well as in which court judgment of the arbitrator may be entered.
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Employer Paid Member Contribution Resolution 
 

 
Whereas, the School Board [ County Superintendent of 

Schools] has the authority to implement the provisions of Section 414 (h) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code 
(IRC); and 

 
Whereas, the Teachers’ Retirement Board of the State Teachers’ Retirement System adopted its resolution section 

414 (h) (2) IRC on May 17, 1985; and 
 
Whereas, the Internal Revenue Service has stated on August 27, 1985, that the implementation of the provisions of 

section 414 (h) (2) IRC pursuant to the resolution of the Teachers' Retirement Board would satisfy the 
legal requirements of section 414 (h) (2) IRC; and 

 

Whereas, the School Board [ County Superintendent of 
Schools] has determined that even though the implementation of the provisions of section 414 (h) (2) IRC 
is not required by law, the tax benefit offered by section 414 (h) (2) IRC should be provided to its 
employees who are members of the State Teachers’ Retirement System. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: 
 

I. That the School Board [ County 
Superintendent of Schools] will implement the provisions of section 414 (h) (2) Internal Revenue 
Code by making employee contributions to the State Teachers’ Retirement System on behalf of its 
employees who are members of the State Teachers’ Retirement System. “Employees 
contributions” shall mean those contributions to the State Teachers’ Retirement System which are 
deducted from the salary of employees and are credited to individual employees’ accounts. 

 

II. That the contributions made by the Charter School 
[ County Superintendent of Schools] to the State Teachers’ 
Retirement System, although designated as employee contributions, are being paid by the 

Charter School [ County 
Superintendent of Schools] in lieu of contributions by the employees who are members of the State 
Teachers’ Retirement System. 

 
III. That employees shall not have the option of choosing to receive the contributed amounts directly 

instead of having them paid by the Charter School 
[ 
Retirement System. 

County Superintendent of Schools] to the State Teachers’ 

 

IV. That the Charter School [ County 
Superintendent of Schools] shall pay to the State Teachers’ Retirement System the contributions 
designated as employee contributions from the same source of funds as used in paying salary. 

 
V. That the Amount of the contributions designated as employee contributions and paid by the 

Charter School [ County 
Superintendent of Schools] to the State Teachers’ Retirement System on behalf of an employee 
shall be the entire contribution required of the employee by the Teachers’ Retirement Law 
(California Education Code sections 22000 et seq.). 



VI. That the contributions designated as employee contributions made by 
Charter School [ 

 

 
County 

Superintendent of Schools] to the State Teachers’ Retirement System shall be treated for all 
purposes, other than taxation, in the same way that member contributions are treated by the State 
Teachers’ Retirement System. 

 

VII. That the Charter School [ County 
Superintendent of Schools] shall make no contributions designated as employee contributions until 
the State Teachers’ Retirement System has developed and implemented procedures for 
administering the provisions of section 414 (h) (2) Internal Revenue Code and until the State 
Teachers’ Retirement System has officially notified the Charter 
School [ County Superintendent of Schools] that it will accept 
contributions pursuant to section 414 (h) (2) Internal Revenue Code. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Approved by the Charter School Board 
 
Date:   

 
 
 
 
 

Signature: Title: 



 

 

 

April 14, 2014 
                                       

VIA EMAIL: 

                  brentbishop@highland-academy.org 

 

Brent Bishop 
HIGHLAND ACADEMY CHARTER SCHOOL 

  715 Wellwood Avenue 

  Beaumont, CA 92223 

  

 Re: Legal Services Agreement 

 

Dear Mr. Bishop: 

 

In order to engage our firm’s services, the Business and Professions Code 

requires the execution of a Legal Services Agreement. This agreement does not commit 

you to use our services, however, should the need arise, it allows us to respond quickly 

to your needs.  Please make two copies of the attached Legal Service Agreement, sign 

both copies, and retain one original for your records.  In order to expedite this process, 

please forward the second original, along with the retainer in the amount of $2,500.00, 

in a Federal Express overnight letter using our account number which is 1044-4654-0. 

 

Please visit our website at www.mycharterlaw.com. We appreciate this 

opportunity and look forward to working with you.  

 

 

Very truly yours, 

LAW OFFICES OF YOUNG,  
MINNEY & CORR, LLP 

 
 
    JERRY W. SIMMONS 
    ATTORNEY AT LAW 

 

Enclosure 

mailto:brentbishop@highland-academy.org
http://www.mycharterlaw.com/
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AGREEMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF 

LEGAL SERVICES 

BY 

YOUNG, MINNEY & CORR, LLP 

 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES.  This Agreement, executed in duplicate with each 

party receiving an executed original, is made between the law office of YOUNG, MINNEY 

& Corr LLP, hereinafter referred to as "Attorney," and HIGHLAND ACADEMY CHARTER 

SCHOOL hereinafter referred to as "Client." This agreement is required by Business and 

Professions Code Section 6148 and is intended to fulfill the requirements of that section. 

 

2. LEGAL SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED. ATTORNEYS agree to provide the 

following professional services upon request: 

 

a. Represent and advise CLIENT on those aspects of law as directed by the 

CLIENT; 

 

b. Prepare legal opinions regarding statutes, court decisions, legislation, and 

other legal issues;  

 

c. Represent the CLIENT before the courts, and other legal and 

administrative agencies; 

 

d. Assist CLIENT in legal matters relating to administration of the CLIENT; 

 

e. Perform such other duties as may be assigned by CLIENT in meeting its 

obligations under the law; and 

 

f. Other duties as assigned by CLIENT and acceptable to ATTORNEYS. 

 

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF ATTORNEY AND CLIENT.  Attorney will perform the 

legal services called for under this Agreement, keep Client informed of progress and 

developments, and respond promptly to Client's inquiries and communications.  Client 

will be truthful and cooperative with Attorney and keep Attorney reasonably informed of 

developments and of Client's address, telephone number, and whereabouts. 

 

4. DEPOSIT.  Client will forward a deposit of $2,500.00 to Attorney. Upon receipt of said 

monies, the deposit will be placed in a trust account, to be used to pay costs, expenses 

and fees incurred for legal services upon the commencement of this Legal Services 

Agreement up to the deposited amount. Client hereby authorizes Attorney to withdraw 

sums from the trust account to pay the costs and/or fees Client incurs upon 

commencement of this Legal Services Agreement.  Any unused deposit at the conclusion 

of Attorney’s services will be refunded to Client.  
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5. ATTORNEY'S FEES.  Client agrees to pay Attorney fees of $245.00 an hour for 

Partners, $205.00 an hour for Associates and $100.00 an hour for law clerks and 

Paralegals for the services provided under this Agreement.  Attorney will charge in 

increments of 1/10th of an hour, rounded off for each particular activity to the nearest 

1/10th of an hour.  Attorney time will be itemized and billed on a monthly basis or sooner 

if a discernible project has been completed.  The bills are due and owing upon receipt. 

Attorney rates may increase at any time and Client will be informed of any increase in 

writing. Any rate increase during this agreement will take effect 30 days after written 

notification to the Client. 

 

The minimum charge for any particular activity will be 1/10th of an hour.  Attorney will 

charge for all activities undertaken in providing legal services to Client under this 

Agreement, including, but not limited to, the following:  correspondence, attendance at 

meetings, review, revision and preparation of legal documents; legal research; telephone 

conversations; settlement discussions; and all other phases of administrative and judicial 

representation.  This Agreement does not address fees for litigation, which may be 

determined on a case-by-case basis to be at a higher rate. 

 

6. COSTS.  Client further agrees to reimburse Attorney for all cost and expenses incurred 

by Attorney, for actual and necessary expenses and costs with respect to providing legal 

services including but not limited to costs of serving pleadings, filing fees and other 

charges assessed by courts and other public agencies, arbitrator’s fees, court reporters’ 

process server fees, fees fixed by law or assessed by courts or other agencies, postage, 

copies (@ .20 ¢ per page), facsimile transmissions (@ $1.00 per page) mailing, parking, mileage 

(@ .50 ¢ per mile), consultant fees, investigation expenses, lodging and reasonable travel 

expenses, consultants’ fees and expert witness fees. Process server fees twenty cents 

(20¢) per page for copying and a dollar ($1) per page for facsimile transmissions. All fees 

and costs will be billed to the CLIENT as incurred by ATTORNEY on a monthly basis. 

When legal representation as provided for under this Agreement includes litigation, 

Client will bear costs for court filing fees, deposition costs, expert fees and expenses, 

investigation costs and process server fees, travel, photocopying, and facsimile charges.  

Client will be billed on a monthly basis for these costs.  The bills are due and owing upon 

receipt. Attorney rates may increase at any time and Client will be informed of any 

increase in writing. Any rate increase during this agreement will take effect 30 days after 

written notification to the Client. 

 

7. REPRESENTATION OF ADVERSE INTERESTS.  Client is informed that the Rules 

of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of California require the Client's informed 

written consent before an attorney may begin or continue to represent the Client when the 

Attorney has or had a relationship with another party interested in the subject matter of 

the Attorney's proposed representation of the Client.  Attorney is not aware of any 

relationship with any other party interested in the subject matter of Attorney's services for 

Client under this agreement.  As long as Attorney's services for Client continue under this 

agreement, Attorney will not agree to provide legal services for any such party without 

Client's prior written consent. 
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8. SETTLEMENT.  Attorney will not settle Client's claim without the approval of Client, 

who will have the absolute right to accept or reject any settlement.  Attorney will notify 

Client promptly of the terms of any settlement offer received by Attorney. 

 

9. ATTORNEY'S LIEN.  Attorney will have a lien for attorney's fees and costs advanced 

on all claims and causes of action that are the subject of their representation of Client 

under this agreement and on all proceeds of any recovery obtained (whether by 

settlement, arbitration award, or court judgment). 

 

10. DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY.  Client may discharge Attorney at any time by written 

notice effective when received by Attorney.  Unless specifically agreed by Attorney and 

Client, Attorney will provide no further services and advance no further costs on Client's 

behalf after receipt of the notice.  If Attorney is Client's attorney of record in any 

proceeding, Client will execute and return a substitution-of-attorney form immediately on 

its receipt from Attorney.  Notwithstanding the discharge, Client will be obligated to pay 

attorney's fee for all services provided and to reimburse attorney out of the recovery for 

all costs advanced.   

 

11. WITHDRAWAL OF ATTORNEY.  Attorney may withdraw at any time as permitted 

under the Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of California.  The 

circumstances under which the Rules permit such withdrawal include, but are not limited 

to, the following:  (a) The client consents; and (b) the client's conduct renders it 

unreasonably difficult for the attorney to carry out the employment effectively.  

Notwithstanding Attorney's withdrawal, Client will be obligated to pay attorney's fees for 

all services provided.  

 

12. RELEASE OF CLIENT'S PAPERS AND PROPERTY.  At the termination of 

services under this agreement, Attorney will release promptly to Client on request all of 

Client's papers and property.  "Client's papers and property" include correspondence, 

deposition transcripts, exhibits, experts reports, legal documents, physical evidence, and 

other items reasonably necessary to Client's representation, whether Client has paid for 

them or not. 

 

13. DISCLAIMER OF GUARANTY.  Although Attorney may offer an opinion about 

possible results regarding the subject matter of this agreement, Attorney cannot guarantee 

any particular result.  Client acknowledges that Attorney has made no promises about the 

outcome and that any opinion offered by Attorney in the future will not constitute a 

guaranty. 

 

14. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.  This agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties.  

No other agreement, statement, or promise made on or before the effective date of this 

agreement will be binding on the parties. 

 

15. SEVERABILITY.  If any provision of this agreement is held in whole or in part to be 

unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of that provision and of the entire agreement 

will be severable and remain in effect. 
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16. MODIFICATION.  This agreement may be modified by subsequent agreement of the 

parties only by an instrument in writing signed by both of them or an oral agreement to 

the extent that the parties carry it out. 

 

17. ARBITRATION OF FEE DISPUTE.  If a dispute arises between Attorney and Client 

regarding attorney's fees under this agreement and Attorney files suit in any court other 

than small claims court, Client will have the right to stay that suit by timely electing to 

arbitrate the dispute under Business and Professions Code sections 6200-6206, in which 

event Attorney must submit the matter to such arbitration. 

 

18. ATTORNEY'S FEES.  The prevailing party in any action or proceeding to enforce any 

provision of this agreement will be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred 

in that action or proceeding or in efforts to negotiate the matter. 

 

19. EFFECTIVE DATE.  The effective date of this agreement is April 14, 2014 or the date 

first signed below by Client and will automatically renew annually on the effective date. 

 

20. ERRORS AND OMISSIONS POLICY.  Client is informed that Attorney has errors 

and omissions insurance which covers the professional services that are to be rendered 

pursuant to this agreement. 

 

21. AUTHORIZATION.  By signing below Client certifies it has taken all actions necessary 

for approval of this Agreement by the governing body of Client. 

 

22. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. It is expressly understood and agreed to by both 

parties that ATTORNEYS, while carrying out and complying with any of the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement, is an independent contractor and is not an employee of the 

CLIENT. 

 

The foregoing is agreed to by:  BRENT BISHOP 

 

 

DATE __________________  _______________________________________  

      Signature 

 
 

      YOUNG, MINNEY & CORR, LLP 

       

DATE           04/14/2014    ______________________________________ 

      Jerry W. Simmons, Partner  



Attachments
The following files are attached to this PDF: You will need to open this document in 
an application that supports attachments (i.e. Adobe Reader) in order to access these 
files.

2014-2015 Budget.xlsx

Current Cash Flow.xlsx

http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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		CHARTER SCHOOL 

		INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT

		First Interim Report - Detail





												Charter School Name:		Highland Academy 

												(continued)		Charter School 

												CDS #:		33-66993-01271

												Charter Approving Entity:		Beaumont USD

												County:		Riverside

												Charter #:		1493

												Fiscal Year:		2013-2014



		This charter school uses the following basis of accounting:

				x		   Accrual Basis (Applicable Capital Assets / Interest on Long-Term Debt / Long-Term Liabilities objects are 6900, 7438, 9400-9499, and 9660-9669)



						   Modified Accrual Basis (Applicable Capital Outlay / Debt Service objects are 6100-6170, 6200-6500, 7438, and 7439)



												Working Budget 2014-2015

								              Description		Object Code		Unrestricted		Restricted		Total

		A.		REVENUES						 

				1.		LCFF/Revenue Limit Sources				 

								Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF)		8011		973,072.00		- 0		973,072.00

								Education Protection Account (EPA)		8012		185,347.00		- 0		185,347.00

								State Aid - Prior Years		8019		- 0		- 0		- 0

								Tax Relief Subventions (for rev. limit funded schools) 		8020-8039		- 0		- 0		- 0

								County and District Taxes (for rev. limit funded schools)		8040-8079		- 0		- 0		- 0

								Miscellaneous Funds (for rev. limit funded schools)		8080-8089		- 0		- 0		- 0

				 				Charter Schools Funding in lieu of Property Taxes		8096		203,237.00		- 0		203,237.00

								    Other Revenue Limit Transfers		8091, 8097		- 0		- 0		- 0

								          Total, LCFF/Revenue Limit Sources		 		1,361,656.00		- 0		1,361,656.00

										 

				2.		Federal Revenues				 

								No Child Left Behind 		8290		- 0		- 0		- 0

								Special Education - Federal		8181, 8182		- 0		- 0		- 0

								Child Nutrition - Federal		8220						- 0

								Other Federal Revenues		8110, 8260-8299		- 0		100,000.00		100,000.00

								          Total, Federal Revenues 		 		- 0		100,000.00		100,000.00

										 

				3.		Other State Revenues				 

								Special Education - State		StateRevSE		- 0		- 0		- 0

								All Other State Revenues		StateRevAO		- 0		- 0		- 0

								         Total, Other State Revenues		 		- 0		- 0		- 0

										 

				4.		Other Local Revenues				 

								All Other Local Revenues		LocalRevAO				- 0		- 0

								          Total, Local Revenues		 		- 0		- 0		- 0

						 		 		 

				5.		TOTAL REVENUES				 		1,361,656.00		100,000.00		1,461,656.00

										 

		B.		EXPENDITURES						 

				1.		Certificated Salaries				 

								Teachers' Salaries		1100		475,120.00		- 0		475,120.00

								Certificated Pupil Support Salaries		1200				- 0		- 0

								Certificated Supervisors' and Administrators' Salaries		1300		95,680.00		- 0		95,680.00

								Other Certificated Salaries		1900		20,496.00		- 0		20,496.00

								          Total, Certificated Salaries		 		591,296.00				591,296.00

										 				- 0

				2.		Non-certificated Salaries				 				- 0

								Instructional Aides' Salaries		2100		- 0				- 0

								Non-certificated Support Salaries		2200		33,000.00				33,000.00

								Non-certificated Supervisors' and Administrators' Sal.		2300		21,000.00				21,000.00

								Clerical and Office Salaries		2400		32,240.00				32,240.00

								Other Non-certificated Salaries		2900						- 0

								          Total, Non-certificated Salaries		 		86,240.00		- 0		86,240.00



				3.		Employee Benefits				 

								STRS		3101-3102		39,162.00				39,162.00

								PERS		3201-3202		7,654.00				7,654.00

								OASDI / Medicare / Alternative		3301-3302		9,589.00				9,589.00

								Health and Welfare Benefits		3401-3402		94,311.36				94,311.36

								Unemployment Insurance		3501-3502		10,647.00				10,647.00

								Workers' Compensation Insurance		3601-3602		14,206.00				14,206.00

								OPEB, Allocated		3701-3702		- 0				- 0

								OPEB, Active Employees		3751-3752		- 0				- 0

								Other Employee Benefits		3901-3902		- 0				- 0

								          Total, Employee Benefits		 		175,569.36		- 0		175,569.36

										 

				4.		Books and Supplies				 

								Approved Textbooks and Core Curricula Materials		4100		64,800.00				64,800.00

								Books and Other Reference Materials		4200		- 0				- 0

								Materials and Supplies		4300		26,807.00				26,807.00

								Noncapitalized Equipment		4400		99,262.00		22,262.00		121,524.00

								Food		4700		- 0				- 0

								          Total, Books and Supplies		 		190,869.00		22,262.00		213,131.00

										 

				5.		Services and Other Operating Expenditures				 

								Subagreements for Services		5100		75,024.08				75,024.08

								Travel and Conferences		5200		10,000.00				10,000.00

								Dues and Memberships		5300		- 0				- 0

								Insurance		5400		10,108.80				10,108.80

								Operations and Housekeeping Services		5500		57,449.44				57,449.44

								Rentals, Leases, Repairs, and Noncap. Improvements		5600		74,480.00				74,480.00

								Professional/Consulting Services and Operating Expend.		5800		33,908.00				33,908.00

								Communications		5900		15,990.00				15,990.00

								          Total, Services and Other Operating Expenditures		 		276,960.32		- 0		276,960.32

				6.		Capital Outlay  (Objects 6100-6170, 6200-6500 for modified accrual basis only)				 

								Land and Land Improvements		6100-6170		- 0				- 0

								Buildings and Improvements of Buildings		6200				60,000.00		60,000.00

								Books and Media for New School Libraries or Major		 

								     Expansion of School Libraries		6300		- 0				- 0

								Equipment 		6400		- 0				- 0

								Equipment Replacement		6500		- 0				- 0

								Depreciation Expense (for full accrual only)		6900		- 0				- 0

						 		          Total, Capital Outlay		 		- 0		60,000.00		60,000.00

										 

				7.		Other Outgo 				 

				 				Tuition to Other Schools		7110-7143		- 0				- 0

								Transfers of Pass-through Revenues to Other LEAs		7211-7213		- 0				- 0

								Transfers of Apportionments to Other LEAs - Spec. Ed.		7221-7223SE		- 0				- 0

								Transfers of Apportionments to Other LEAs - All Other		7221-7223AO		- 0				- 0

								All Other Transfers		7281-7299		19,444.00				19,444.00

								Debt Service:		 						- 0

								     Interest		7438		10,000.00				10,000.00

								     Principal		7439		- 0				- 0

								          Total, Other Outgo		 		29,444.00		- 0		29,444.00

										 

				8.		TOTAL EXPENDITURES				 		1,350,378.68		82,262.00		1,432,640.68

										 

		C.		EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPEND.						 

				BEFORE OTHER FINANCING SOURCES AND USES (A5-B8)						 		11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32



		D.		OTHER FINANCING SOURCES / USES						 

				1.		Other Sources				8930-8979						- 0

				2.		Less:  Other Uses				7630-7699		- 0				- 0

				3.		Contributions Between Unrestricted and Restricted Accounts

						(must net to zero)				8980-8999		- 0				- 0

				 						 

				4.		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES / USES				 		- 0		- 0		- 0

										 

		E.		NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE (C + D4) 						 		11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32

				 						 

		F.		FUND BALANCE, RESERVES						 

				1.		Beginning Fund Balance

						a.		As of July 1		9791		- 0				- 0

		 				b.		Adjustments to Beginning Balance		9793, 9795						- 0

						c.		Adjusted Beginning Balance		 		- 0		- 0		- 0

				2.		Ending Fund Balance, June 30 (E + F.1.c.)				 		11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32



				ASSETS

				1.  Cash								- 0				- 0

						a. In County Treasury				9110		- 0				- 0

						b.  In Banks				9120		- 0				- 0

				2. Investments						9150		- 0				- 0

				3. Accounts Receivable						9200		- 0				- 0

				4. Due from Grantor Governments						9290		- 0				- 0

				5. Stores						9320		- 0

				6. Prepaid Expenditures (Expenses)						9330		- 0				- 0

				7. Other Current Assets						9340		11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32

				8. Capital Assets (for accrual basis only)						9400-9499						- 0

				9. TOTAL ASSETS								11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32



				LIABILITIES

				1. Accounts Payable						9500						- 0

				2. Due to Grantor Governments						9590						- 0

				3. Current Loans						9640						- 0

				4. Deferred Revenue						9650						- 0

				5. Long-Term Liabilities (for accrual basis only)						9660-9669		- 0				- 0

				6. TOTAL LIABILITIES								- 0		- 0		- 0



						Components of Ending Fund Balance (Optional):				 

								Nonspendable Revolving Cash (equals object 9130) 		9711		- 0				- 0

								Nonspendable Stores (equals object 9320)		9712		- 0				- 0

								Nonspendable Prepaid Expenditures (equals object 9330)		9713		- 0				- 0

								Nonspendable All Others		9719		- 0				- 0

								Restricted Fund Balance		9740		- 0				- 0

								Committed Fund Balance		9750, 9760		- 0				- 0

								Assigned Fund Balance		9780		- 0

								Reserve for Economic Uncertainties		9789		- 0				- 0

								Undesignated/Unappropriated Amount		9790		11,277.32		17,738.00		29,015.32
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		Highland Academy Charter School

		Interim Report and Multi-Year Projections

		2012-13 through 2015-16



												Percent		Actuals		Percent		2nd Interim		Percent				Percent				Percent

								Adopted		Operating		of		to		of		Projected		of		Projected		of		Projected		of

								Budget		Budget		Change		Date		Change		Budget		Change		Budget		Change		Budget		Change

		DESCRIPTION						2013-14		2013-14		over PY		2013-14		%		2013-14		over PY		2014-15		over PY		2015-16		over PY



				ADA Actual/Projection (Number)				155.82		156.00		0%		143.99		-7.70%		151		-3%		202		33%		256		27%



		REVENUES				Object Codes

				LCFF/EPA Revenue Sources		8010-8099		$1,361,656		$1,089,707		-19.97%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$1,372,648		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$1,823,380		33%

				Federal 		8100-8299		$100,000		$157,500		57.50%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$100,000		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$117,500		18%

				State		8300-8599		$0		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$31,751		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$40,384		27%

				Local		8600-8799		$0		$10,000		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		-100.00%		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Total Revenue				$1,461,656		$1,257,207		-13.99%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$1,504,399		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$1,981,264		32%



		EXPENDITURES

				Certificated Salaries		1000-1999		$591,296		$381,961		-35.40%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$605,696		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$460,578		-24%

				Classified Salaries		2000-2999		$86,240		$39,850		-53.79%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$85,848		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$39,722		-54%

				Benefits		3000-3999		$175,569		$99,457		-43.35%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$151,351		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$137,181		-9%

				Books & Supplies		4000-4999		$213,131		$98,548		-53.76%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$109,487		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$93,004		-15%

				Contracts & Services		5000-5999		$276,960		$95,422		-65.55%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$174,574		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$175,085		0%

				Capital Outlay		6000-6999		$0		$20,000		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Capital Outlay does not go in the 6000 accounts for an independent charter. It goes in the 9000 accounts.
They are bound by FASB and not GASB		-100.00%		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Other Outgo		7100-7299     7400-7499		$0		$12,572		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		-100.00%		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$13,726		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$18,234		33%

				Support Costs		7300-7399		$0		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Total Expenditures				$1,343,197		$747,810		-44.33%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$1,140,682		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$923,804		-19%



		OTHER SOURCES & USES

				Transfers In & Other Sources		8900-8999		$0		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Transfers Out & Other Uses		7600-7699		$0		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Expenditures & Uses				$1,343,197				-100.00%		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		-1		$1,140,682		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$923,804		-19%



		NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE						$118,459		$509,397		330.02%		$0		-100.00%		$0		-1		$363,717		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$1,057,460		191%



		FUND BALANCE, RESERVES

				Beginning Balance				$0		$118,459		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$118,459		0.00%		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$363,717		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Ending Balance				$118,459		$627,856		430.02%		$118,459		-81.13%		$0		-1		$363,717		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$1,421,177		291%



				Reserve Amounts:				$0

				Revolving Cash				$0

				Stores				$0

				Restricted Balances				$0

				Reserve for Economic Uncert.				$0		$28,642								$0				$31,074				$31,315

				Committed/Assigned				$0

				Unappropriated				$0		$0								$0				$332,643				$1,389,862

				  Total EFB				$0		$28,642				$0				$0				$363,717				$1,421,177

				% of Reserve (9789 & 9790)				0.00%		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!				31.89%				153.84%







Cashflow 2014-2015

		2014-2015 Cash Flow Projections

		Highland Academy Charter School 

						1808910



								July		%		August		%		September		%		October		%		November		%		December		%		January		%		February		%		March		%		April		%		May		%		June		%		Estimated				Projected		Difference

								Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Accrual		Total		Budget

		Beginning Cash Balance				26,774		26,774				242,574				136,654				212,417				111,313				115,909				167,097				171,693				152,708				170,135				112,551				39,801						26,774		26,774



		REVENUE				Object Code

		Local Control Funding Formula				8011		48,921		5.00%		48,921		5.00%		88,059		9.00%		88,059		9.00%		88,059		9.00%		88,059		9.00%		88,059		9.00%		64,478		6.59%		42,757		4.37%		28,277		2.89%		13,111		1.34%		0		0.00%		291,669		978,429		978,429		0

		Education Protection Account				8012		0				0				46,592				0				0				46,592				0				0				46,592				0				0				46,592				0		186,368		186,368		0

		General Purpose Entitlement-Prior Yr				8019		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0		0		0

		In Lieu Property Taxes (Curr & Prior Yr)				8096		0		0.00%		12,471		6.00%		24,942		12.00%		16,628		8.00%		16,628		8.00%		16,628		8.00%		16,628		8.00%		16,628		8.00%		28,169		13.55%		14,230		6.85%		14,230		6.85%		14,230		6.85%		16,439		207,851		207,851		0

		Other Sources						0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		FEDERAL				8100-8299		100,000		100.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		100,000		100,000		0

		STATE						0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Lottery		8560		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		31,751		31,751		31,751		0

				Other State Revenue		8300-8599		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		LOCAL						0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Interest		8660		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Trfs of Apport  frm Dist/Charter		8791		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Other Local Revenue		8600-8799		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		TOTAL REVENUES						148,921		9.90%		61,392		4.08%		159,593		10.61%		104,687		6.96%		104,687		6.96%		151,279		10.06%		104,687		6.96%		81,106		5.39%		117,518		7.81%		42,507		2.83%		27,341		1.82%		60,822		4.04%		339,859		1,504,399		1,504,399		0



		EXPENDITURES

		Certificated Salaries				1000-1999		7,973		1.32%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,338		8.97%		54,343		8.97%				605,696		605,696		0

		Classified Salaries				2000-2999		0		0.00%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,804		9.09%		7,808		9.10%				85,848		85,848		0

		Employee Benefits				3000-3999		7,918		5.23%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,038		8.61%		13,053		8.62%				151,351		151,351		0

		Books & Supplies				4000-4999		0		0.00%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,954		9.09%		9,947		9.09%				109,487		109,487		0

		Services/Oper Expenses				5000-5999		10,051		5.76%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,957		8.57%		14,953		8.57%				174,574		174,574		0

		Capital Outlay				6000-6599		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0		0		0

		Other Outgo				7100-7299		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		13,726		13,726		13,726		0

		Debt Service				7400-7499		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0		0		0

		Direct/Indirect Costs				7300-7399		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0		0		0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES						25,942		2.27%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,091		8.77%		100,104		8.78%		13,726		1,140,682		1,140,682		0



		OTHER SOURCES/USES

		Other Sources				8930-8979				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Other Uses				7630-7699				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0



		TOTAL OTHER SOURCES/USES						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		0		0		0



		PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS

		Accounts Receivable				9200		192,821		0.00%		22,779		0.00%		26,261		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				241,861				(241,861)

		Prepaid Expenditures				9330				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Accounts Payable				9500				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Current Loans				9640				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Deferred Revenue				9650				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0



		NET PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS						192,821				22,779				26,261				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		241,861		0		(241,861)



		OTHER ADJUSTMENTS

		Increases						0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0		0		241,861

		(Decreases)						100,000		0.00%		90,000		0.00%		10,000		0.00%		105,700		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				305,700		0		241,861

								 

		TOTAL MISC ADJUSTMENTS						(100,000)				(90,000)				(10,000)				(105,700)				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		(305,700)		0		0



		NET REVENUE						215,800				(105,920)				75,763				(101,104)				4,596				51,188				4,596				(18,985)				17,427				(57,584)				(72,750)				(39,282)				326,133		299,878		363,717		(241,861)



		ENDING CASH BALANCE						242,574				136,654				212,417				111,313				115,909				167,097				171,693				152,708				170,135				112,551				39,801				519
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Assumptions

		CDS Number:		33-66993-01271		Charter Name:		Highland Academy Charter School

		Contact Name:		Brent Bishop		Authorizer:		Beaumont Unified School District





		SECOND INTERIM REPORT ASSUMPTIONS				2013-14		2014-15		2015-16

		Projected Enrollment

		Grades K-3				14		23		28

		Grades 4-6				91		90		92

		Grades 7-8				59		104		156

		Grades 9-12				0		0		0

		      Total Enrollment				164		217		276

		Percent Change Over Prior Year				--		32.32%		27.19%

		Projected P-2 ADA

		Grades K-3				13.30		21.85		26.60

		Grades 4-6				86.46		85.51		87.41

		Grades 7-8				56.06		98.81		148.22

		Grades 9-12				0.00		0.00		0.00

		Total ADA				155.82		206.17		262.23

		Percent Change Over Prior Year				--		32.31%		27.19%

		ADA to Enrollment Ratio				0.95012		0.95009		0.95011

		Staffing

		Number of Teachers (FTE)				6.50		8.00		10.00

		Average Teacher Cost (Salary and Benefits)				$54,020.00		$55,100.00		$56,202.00

		Step and Column Increase				$0.00		$10,800.00		$16,000.00

		Health and Welfare Cost per Employee 				$8,244.00		$8,573.76		$8,916.71

		Retirement Cost per Employee 				$3,704.00		$3,840.00		$3,989.80

		Classroom Staffing Ratio

		Students per FTE				26.00		26.00		26.00

		Facilities

		Rent/Lease				$50,417.00		$55,000.00		$62,640.00

		Electricity				$22,896.00		$29,952.00		$37,440.00

		Heating & Gas				$1,788.00		$2,338.00		$2,922.00

		Other				$27,648.00		$21,089.00		$14,085.00

		Administrative Service Agreements

		Oversight Fees to Authorizer (1 or 3 percent)				1%		1%		1%

		Administrative Services Contract				$5,000.00		$6,250.00		$6,500.00

		Other				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

		Other Major Expenditure Assumptions

		Other Major Revenue Assumptons
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Certification

												Charter School Name:		Highland Academy Charter School 

												CDS #:		33-66993-01271

												Charter Approving Entity:		Beaumont Unified School District

												County:		Riverside

												Charter #:		1493





		For information regarding this report, please contact:



		For Approving Entity:														For Charter School:

																Brent Bishop

		Name														Name

																Program Director

		Title														Title

																951-266-0220

		Telephone														Telephone

																brentbishop@highland-academy.org

		E-mail address														E-mail address



		To the entity that approved the charter school:

		2013-14 CHARTER SCHOOL SECOND INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT:

		This report has been approved, and is hereby filed by the charter school pursuant to Education Code section 47604.33

		Signed:														      Date:

				Charter School Official

				(Original signature required)

		Printed
Name:														       Title:



		To the County Superintendent of Schools:

		2013-14 CHARTER SCHOOL SECOND INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT:  This report Has been reviewed pursuant to Education

		Code section 47604.32, and is hereby filed with the County Superintendent pursuant to Education Code section 47604.33

		Signed:														      Date:

				Authorized Representative of
Charter Approving Entity

				(Original signature required)

		Printed
Name:														       Title:
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Cashflow 2013-14

		2013-14 Cash Flow Projections

		Highland Academy Charter School 





								July		%		August		%		September		%		October		%		November		%		December		%		January		%		February		%		March		%		April		%		May		%		June		%		Estimated				Projected		Difference

								Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Accrual		Total		Budget

		Beginning Cash Balance						0				(11)				159,296				59,247				110,952				53,704				131,275				15,115				15,025				25,927				84,687				16,334						0		0



		REVENUE				Object Code

		Local Control Funding Formula				8011		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		273,463		0.00%		0		0.00%		84,485		0.00%		0		0.00%		64,234		0.00%		64,234		0.00%		27,113		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		123,118		636,647		0		(636,647)

		Education Protection Account				8012		0				0				7,791				0				0				0				5,993				0				7,750				0				0				0				99,732		121,266		0		(121,266)

		General Purpose Entitlement-Prior Yr				8019		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		In Lieu Property Taxes (Curr & Prior Yr)				8096		0		0.00%		9,425		0.00%		18,850		0.00%		12,567		0.00%		0		0.00%		25,195		0.00%		12,567		0.00%		12,567		0.00%		18,432		0.00%		9,311		0.00%		9,311		0.00%		9,311		0.00%		9,489		147,024		0		(147,024)

		Other Sources						0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		FEDERAL				8100-8299		0		0.00%		157,500		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		157,500		0		(157,500)

		STATE						0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Lottery		8560		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		22,459		22,459		22,459		0

				Other State Revenue		8300-8599		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		4,375		4,375		4,375		0

		LOCAL						0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Interest		8660		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Trfs of Apport  frm Dist/Charter		8791		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

				Other Local Revenue		8600-8799		10,000		0.00%		2,856		0.00%		1,375		0.00%		1,469		0.00%		962		0.00%		2,016		0.00%		338		0.00%		2,430		0.00%		2,430		0.00%		2,430		0.00%		2,430		0.00%		2,430		0.00%		0		31,165		0		(31,165)

		TOTAL REVENUES						10,000		37.27%		169,781		632.71%		28,016		104.40%		287,499		1071.40%		962		3.58%		111,696		416.25%		18,898		70.43%		79,231		295.26%		92,846		346.00%		38,854		144.79%		11,741		43.75%		11,741		43.75%		259,173		1,120,436		26,834		(1,093,602)



		EXPENDITURES

		Certificated Salaries				1000-1999		5,500		0.00%		57,673		0.00%		38,187		0.00%		31,909		0.00%		31,909		0.00%		50,273		0.00%		55,890		0.00%		34,271		0.00%		34,271		0.00%		34,271		0.00%		34,271		0.00%		34,269		0.00%		0		442,693		0		(442,693)

		Classified Salaries				2000-2999		0		0.00%		1,669		0.00%		3,000		0.00%		2,619		0.00%		6,279		0.00%		4,313		0.00%		4,498		0.00%		3,161		0.00%		3,161		0.00%		3,161		0.00%		3,161		0.00%		3,159		0.00%		0		38,180		0		(38,180)

		Employee Benefits				3000-3999		0		0.00%		10,555		0.00%		4,598		0.00%		13,038		0.00%		8,425		0.00%		14,287		0.00%		8,644		0.00%		14,483		0.00%		14,483		0.00%		14,483		0.00%		14,483		0.00%		14,485		0.00%		(3,109)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
being overcharged on SUI, need to deal with vendor. Put in accrual period to be conservative.		128,854		0		(128,854)

		Books & Supplies				4000-4999		648		0.00%		57,129		0.00%		52,370		0.00%		15,715		0.00%		5,390		0.00%		5,834		0.00%		35,765		0.00%		7,702		0.00%		7,702		0.00%		7,702		0.00%		7,702		0.00%		7,000		0.00%		700		211,359		0		(211,359)

		Services/Oper Expenses				5000-5999		3,863		0.00%		35,351		0.00%		23,105		0.00%		13,551		0.00%		7,937		0.00%		17,587		0.00%		32,722		0.00%		18,980		0.00%		19,580		0.00%		19,089		0.00%		19,089		0.00%		11,000		0.00%		8,089		229,943		0		(229,943)

		Capital Outlay				6000-6599		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0		0		0

		Other Outgo				7100-7299		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		724		0.00%		2,747		0.00%		1,388		0.00%		1,388		0.00%		1,388		0.00%		1,414		9,049		0		(9,049)

		Debt Service				7400-7499		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0		0		0

		Direct/Indirect Costs				7300-7399		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0		0		0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES						10,011		0.00%		162,377		0.00%		121,259		0.00%		76,832		0.00%		59,939		0.00%		92,293		0.00%		137,519		0.00%		79,321		0.00%		81,944		0.00%		80,094		0.00%		80,094		0.00%		71,301		0.00%		7,094		1,060,079		0		(1,060,079)



		OTHER SOURCES/USES

		Other Sources				8930-8979		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Other Uses				7630-7699		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0



		TOTAL OTHER SOURCES/USES						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		0		0		0



		PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS

		Accounts Receivable				9200		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Prepaid Expenditures				9330		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0

		Accounts Payable				9500		0		0.00%		(6,819)		0.00%		(764)		0.00%		(1,939)		0.00%		(1,729)		0.00%		(2,468)		0.00%		(2,461)		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		16,180		0				0

		Current Loans				9640		0		0.00%		(160,900)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital																																												

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
being overcharged on SUI, need to deal with vendor. Put in accrual period to be conservative.		0.00%				0.00%		160,900

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		0.00%				0.00%		(55,700)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		(100,000)		0.00%				0.00%		(70,000)		0.00%		225,700		0				0

		Deferred Revenue				9650		0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0				0



		NET PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS						0				167,719				764				(158,961)				1,729				58,168				2,461				0				0				100,000				0				70,000				(241,880)		0		0		0



		OTHER ADJUSTMENTS

		Increases						0		0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%																								0		0		0

		(Decreases)						0		0.00%		15,815

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Capitalized Equipment																

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		67.63%		7,570

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Capitalized Equipment		32.37%				0.00%												0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%				23,385		23,386		0

								 

		TOTAL MISC ADJUSTMENTS						0				(15,815)		(1)		(7,570)		(0)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		(23,385)		(23,386)		0



		NET REVENUE						(11)				159,307				(100,049)				51,706				(57,248)				77,571				(116,160)				(90)				10,902				58,760				(68,353)				10,440				10,199		36,972		3,449		(33,523)



		ENDING CASH BALANCE						(11)				159,296				59,247				110,952				53,704				131,275				15,115				15,025				25,927				84,687				16,334				26,774
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Cashflow 2013-14

		2013-14 Cash Flow Projections

		Highland Academy Charter School 





								July		%		August		%		September		%		October		%		November		%		December		%		January		%		February		%		March		%		April		%		May		%		June		%		Estimated

								Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Actuals		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Estimated		Bud		Accrual		Total

		Beginning Cash Balance						0				(11)				159,296				59,247				110,952				53,704				131,275				15,115				80,852				82,281				141,041				72,688						0



		REVENUE				Object Code

		Local Control Funding Formula				8011		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		273,463		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		84,485		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		122,977		ERROR:#REF!		44,570		ERROR:#REF!		27,113		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		123,118		675,726

		Education Protection Account				8012		0				0				7,791				0				0				0				5,993				0				0				0				0				0				99,732		113,516

		General Purpose Entitlement-Prior Yr				8019		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

		In Lieu Property Taxes (Curr & Prior Yr)				8096		0		ERROR:#REF!		9,425		ERROR:#REF!		18,850		ERROR:#REF!		12,567		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		25,195		ERROR:#REF!		12,567		ERROR:#REF!		12,612		ERROR:#REF!		18,432		ERROR:#REF!		9,311		ERROR:#REF!		9,311		ERROR:#REF!		9,311		ERROR:#REF!		9,489		147,069

		Other Sources						0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

		FEDERAL				8100-8299		0		ERROR:#REF!		157,500		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		157,500

		STATE						0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

				Lottery		8560		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		22,459		22,459

				Other State Revenue		8300-8599		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		4,375		4,375

		LOCAL						0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

				Interest		8660		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

				Trfs of Apport  frm Dist/Charter		8791		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

				Other Local Revenue		8600-8799		10,000		ERROR:#REF!		2,856		ERROR:#REF!		1,375		ERROR:#REF!		1,469		ERROR:#REF!		962		ERROR:#REF!		2,016		ERROR:#REF!		338		ERROR:#REF!		913		ERROR:#REF!		2,430		ERROR:#REF!		2,430		ERROR:#REF!		2,430		ERROR:#REF!		2,430		ERROR:#REF!		0		29,648

		TOTAL REVENUES						10,000		ERROR:#REF!		169,781		ERROR:#REF!		28,016		ERROR:#REF!		287,499		ERROR:#REF!		962		ERROR:#REF!		111,696		ERROR:#REF!		18,898		ERROR:#REF!		136,502		ERROR:#REF!		65,432		ERROR:#REF!		38,854		ERROR:#REF!		11,741		ERROR:#REF!		11,741		ERROR:#REF!		259,173		1,150,293



		EXPENDITURES

		Certificated Salaries				1000-1999		5,500		ERROR:#REF!		57,673		ERROR:#REF!		38,187		ERROR:#REF!		31,909		ERROR:#REF!		31,909		ERROR:#REF!		50,273		ERROR:#REF!		55,890		ERROR:#REF!		37,563		ERROR:#REF!		39,152		ERROR:#REF!		34,271		ERROR:#REF!		34,271		ERROR:#REF!		34,269		ERROR:#REF!		0		450,866

		Classified Salaries				2000-2999		0		ERROR:#REF!		1,669		ERROR:#REF!		3,000		ERROR:#REF!		2,619		ERROR:#REF!		6,279		ERROR:#REF!		4,313		ERROR:#REF!		4,498		ERROR:#REF!		2,899		ERROR:#REF!		5,425		ERROR:#REF!		3,161		ERROR:#REF!		3,161		ERROR:#REF!		3,159		ERROR:#REF!		0		40,182

		Employee Benefits				3000-3999		0		ERROR:#REF!		10,555		ERROR:#REF!		4,598		ERROR:#REF!		13,038		ERROR:#REF!		8,425		ERROR:#REF!		14,287		ERROR:#REF!		8,644		ERROR:#REF!		8,324		ERROR:#REF!		6,012		ERROR:#REF!		14,483		ERROR:#REF!		14,483		ERROR:#REF!		14,485		ERROR:#REF!		(3,109)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
being overcharged on SUI, need to deal with vendor. Put in accrual period to be conservative.		114,224

		Books & Supplies				4000-4999		648		ERROR:#REF!		57,129		ERROR:#REF!		52,370		ERROR:#REF!		15,715		ERROR:#REF!		5,390		ERROR:#REF!		5,834		ERROR:#REF!		35,765		ERROR:#REF!		7,736		ERROR:#REF!		2,388		ERROR:#REF!		7,702		ERROR:#REF!		7,702		ERROR:#REF!		7,000		ERROR:#REF!		700		206,079

		Services/Oper Expenses				5000-5999		3,863		ERROR:#REF!		35,351		ERROR:#REF!		23,105		ERROR:#REF!		13,551		ERROR:#REF!		7,937		ERROR:#REF!		17,587		ERROR:#REF!		32,722		ERROR:#REF!		14,243		ERROR:#REF!		11,026		ERROR:#REF!		19,089		ERROR:#REF!		19,089		ERROR:#REF!		11,000		ERROR:#REF!		8,089		216,652

		Capital Outlay				6000-6599		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		0

		Other Outgo				7100-7299		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		1,388		ERROR:#REF!		1,388		ERROR:#REF!		1,388		ERROR:#REF!		1,414		5,578

		Debt Service				7400-7499		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!				0

		Direct/Indirect Costs				7300-7399		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!				0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES						10,011		ERROR:#REF!		162,377		ERROR:#REF!		121,259		ERROR:#REF!		76,832		ERROR:#REF!		59,939		ERROR:#REF!		92,293		ERROR:#REF!		137,519		ERROR:#REF!		70,765		ERROR:#REF!		64,003		ERROR:#REF!		80,094		ERROR:#REF!		80,094		ERROR:#REF!		71,301		ERROR:#REF!		7,094		1,033,582



		OTHER SOURCES/USES

		Other Sources				8930-8979		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				0

		Other Uses				7630-7699		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				0



		TOTAL OTHER SOURCES/USES						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		0



		PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS

		Accounts Receivable				9200		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				0

		Prepaid Expenditures				9330		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				0

		Accounts Payable				9500		0		ERROR:#REF!		(6,819)		ERROR:#REF!		(764)		ERROR:#REF!		(1,939)		ERROR:#REF!		(1,729)		ERROR:#REF!		(2,468)		ERROR:#REF!		(2,461)		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		16,180		0

		Current Loans				9640		0		ERROR:#REF!		(160,900)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital																																												

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
being overcharged on SUI, need to deal with vendor. Put in accrual period to be conservative.		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		160,900

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		(55,700)

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		(100,000)		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!		(70,000)		ERROR:#REF!		225,700		0

		Deferred Revenue				9650		0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				0



		NET PRIOR YEAR TRANSACTIONS						0				167,719				764				(158,961)				1,729				58,168				2,461				0				0				100,000				0				70,000				(241,880)		0



		OTHER ADJUSTMENTS

		Increases						0		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!																								0

		(Decreases)						0		ERROR:#REF!		15,815

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Capitalized Equipment																

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Charter School Capital		ERROR:#REF!		7,570

Virgadean Richmond: Virgadean Richmond:
Capitalized Equipment		ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!												ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!				23,385

								 

		TOTAL MISC ADJUSTMENTS						0				(15,815)		ERROR:#REF!		(7,570)		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		ERROR:#REF!		0		(23,385)



		NET REVENUE						(11)				159,307				(100,049)				51,706				(57,248)				77,571				(116,160)				65,737				1,429				58,760				(68,353)				10,440				10,199		93,326



		ENDING CASH BALANCE						(11)				159,296				59,247				110,952				53,704				131,275				15,115				80,852				82,281				141,041				72,688				83,128
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